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1. About AFEP
Founded in 2012, AFEP work on behalf of their members to be the representative body for Authorised
Payment and Electronic Money Institutions. Our mission is to elevate the standards of the FX and emoney industry, and advocate on behalf of our members with regulators & government bodies.
2. Background
In August 2018 the FCA opened consultation on applying the FCA’s Principles for Business to payment
services and e-money sectors as well as applying communication rules to advertising
and communication (CP18/21). The outcome of this consultation was issued on 1st February 2019 by
the FCA as the General standards and communication rules for the payment services and e-money
sectors (PS19/3).
In preparation for this in late 2018, the AFEP Executive Committee began writing industry guidance on
several key topics to act as a good practice for our industry. As this good practice guidance has
significant impact on how FX, e-money and Payment Services firms are encouraged to operate and how
AFEP work with the FCA, AFEP worked with members to write this good guidance through working
groups and Round Table sessions.
Good Practice Guidance documents have been written and issued to members on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Communications with customers (currency converters & disclosure)
Safeguarding
Customer interests & Conflicts of interest
AML
Corporate Governance

AFEP recognises the importance of members not only adhering to the FCA rules outlined in PS19/3 but
also these Good Practice Guidance documents. Member firms are required, as a condition of
membership, to confirm they are using the Good Practice Guidance and applying it to their business to
ensure quality and compliance with the regulations.
3. Specific Legislative Background
This guidance document has taken into consideration the following:
1. The FCAs principles of business1, particularly:
a. Principle 1. Integrity - A firm must conduct its business with integrity.
b. Principle 6. Customer’s interests – affirm must pay due regard to the interests of its
customers and treat them fairly TCF). Of the TCF Outcomes, the following are most relevant
to this guidance:
i. Outcome 2: Products and services marketed and sold in the retail market are
designed to meet the needs of identified consumer groups and are targeted
accordingly.
ii. Outcome 3: Consumers are provided with clear information and are kept
appropriately informed before, during and after the point of sale.
c. Principle 7. Communications with clients - A firm must pay due regard to the information
needs of its clients, and communicate information to them in a way which is clear, fair and
not misleading.

1

https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/PRIN/2/1.html
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2. The communications and advertising rules contained in Banking Conduct of Businesses
Sourcebook, Chapter 2 (“BCOBS”)2 (as at 1 Aug 2019).
3. The Payment Services Regulations 2017;
4. The Electronic Money Regulations 2011;
5. Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (“CPRs”)
6. The Business Protection from Misleading Marketing Regulations 2008;
7. The Consumer Rights Act 2015;
8. The Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing (“CAP Code”)
issued by the Advertising Standards Authority (“ASA”);
9. The Broadcast Advertising Code (“BCAP Code”) issued by the ASA.(Note – this applies in
relation to any radio and television advertising.
10. FCA Handbook Complaints rules (DISP) - The area of complaints is covered in more detail in
the AFEP Conflicts of Interest and Customer Interest Guidance.
4. Objective
The objective of this good guidance is to raise standards in relation to communication and
advertising, to address key risks, which are identified as:
•
•
•

•
•

Unclear communications: Customers and potential customers not understanding
communications or advertising about payment or e-money services;
Comparative Advertising: Customers are misled about the comparative merits of the
services they use or transaction costs, and miss out on services that best fit their needs;
Deliberate omissions, which leads to misleading: Communication or advertising of
currency exchange transfer services connected to payment or e-money services, which
consumers do not understand or could be misleading;
Inconsistent and / or Misleading practices: Firms stating / advertising their current
practices, which do not reflect the realty “behind the scenes”;
Industry standardisation: Inconsistent approaches to interpretation of rules, which could
lead to inappropriate treatment of customers.

This document covers the following areas:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

2
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5. Currency Converters
a. The types of Currency Converters
Firms need to determine if they are going to present a Currency Converter on their website, and if so,
whether or not this converter will display Interbank Rates, and / or the rates that clients / potential
clients can achieve. At this time, there is no requirement for a firm to present any of these converters.
It is understood that across the industry some firms have no Currency Converter, some have an
Interbank Rate only Converter, some have a Client Achievable / Actual Rate Converter, and some
display both.
Note: At the time of writing this document it is not a requirement that the actual achievable client rates
a firm offers are published in advance of a client registering. However as a result of CBPR2 and ongoing
dialogue with the FCA, AFEP recommend that all firms display their pricing policy (Section 7 of this
guidance) prior to registration.
b. Interbank Only Converters
While there is no requirement to have an Interbank Rate Currency Convertor available for clients use
it is noted that there are occasions where there is a value to having this.
It is understood that presenting the interbank rate allows clients to compare the interbank rate to the
rate they obtain, should they wish to see the difference.
Also, as some clients have forward contracts, presenting the interbank as a graph allows them to see
rate movements, which may be of benefit in regards to any margin calls. However, as indicated above,
it must be clear whether or not it is available.
The FCAs aim as a measurement of success is that customers are better able to compare and
understand services provided3. Further information is provided on this in the Comparative Marketing
section later in this document.
c. The requirements
Payment and e-money institutions are subject to the conduct of business provisions of the PSRs and
must also comply with the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 (CPRs).
Payment and e-money institutions engaged in currency transfer services must not use the interbank
rate in a potentially misleading way.
Specifically, BCOBS 2.2.5AG states (as at 1 Aug 2019)

“A communication, or payment service or electronic money promotion relating to a currency transfer
service is likely to be misleading if it presents an exchange rate in a way that is likely to give the
impression that the rate is available to a person or a class of persons if that rate is unlikely to be
obtained by that person or class of persons with respect to a typical transaction.”
And BCOBS 2.2.5BG states (as at 1 Aug 2019)

“The inclusion of wording in a communication or payment service or electronic money promotion to the
effect that an exchange rate shown is not available to particular customers will not necessarily prevent
the presentation of the exchange rate being misleading.”
3

Paragraph 1.20, PS19-03, FCA.
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Good and Bad Practice
Good practice

Poor practice

1

If the converter is displaying a rate that is
unobtainable, for example an interbank rate,
this is made very clear. An example of a way to
make this clear is for the converter to not
function until the user has acknowledged (via a
tick box) that they understand the rates
produced are not obtainable.

Unobtainable rates are presented in a way that
may suggest that they are achievable; or, it is
not made explicitly clear that the presented
rates are not achievable, misleading clients /
potential clients.

2

Any Currency Converter presented is very clear
on whether or not the rates shown are
achievable, and to which clients, and in what
circumstances – i.e. it is clear if the rates shown
are available to clients. For example, if a rate is
only available to new clients or through a
particular referral, then this is made very clear
at all stages.

Rates are presented in a way that may suggest
that they are achievable to all; or it is not made
explicitly clear in what circumstances the rates
are / are not achievable.

3

A
Currency
Converter
that
displays
unobtainable rates is clearly marked as such,
and, does not have any inducements linked or
close to the converter for a customer to sign up
or to perform a conversion.

A
Currency
Converter
that
displays
unobtainable rates is presented close to links to
“Sign up” or “Open an Account”, or any other
inducement for the client to perform a foreign
exchange transaction.

4

Any Currency Converter used shows the time
stamp and clearly advises that this is subject to
change.

A Currency Converter that makes no reference
to timing of that the rate changes.
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6. Pricing Policy
Over the past few years the FCA has been clear that market for foreign currency conversion should
become more transparent and that consumers should be able to compare costs and exchange rates in
order to find the best deal. Until new Europe-wide regulation was introduced in April 2020 (Cross Border
Payments Regulations – CBPR2), there was a lack of consistency in how this information was presented
across the market. For example, some firms highlighted transaction costs and others highlighted
commission as a percentage of the amount being transferred. Exchange rates offered to customers
were also presented differently, either as real-time fluctuating rates or rates that were fixed for a period
of a day or more. Some market practices, for example, requiring consumers to register with the firm
before seeing quotes, may be seen as an example of ‘sludge’ – harmful friction, which leads to bad
consumer outcomes. Overall, this complexity means that customers may end up with a poor deal.
Previous FCA research has found that presenting transaction costs in a consistent way across FX firms
can significantly increase the chances of consumers shopping around and finding the best deal. The
same research also found that simplifying the information presented, by summarising costs and
exchange rate information in terms of the monetary cost helped consumers choose the best deal.
It is therefore recommended that where firms use websites to give customers pricing information, they
should ensure that:
•

They show or give achievable pricing information prior to registration. This may be via a tool
or via a pricing policy. An example of a pricing policy comes as an attachment to this document.

•

For each transaction a client must be given the following information prior to entering into the
transaction:
o

Amount sent

o

Amount received

o

Effective exchange rate
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7. Permissions
It is essential that firms only provide, and only hold themselves out to provide products and services
that fall within their regulatory permissions (or are unregulated). The FCA has noted examples where,
in their opinion firms may be in breach of permissions. These examples include, but are not limited to:
a. Offering regulated forwards to clients without the relevant investment firm
permissions.
Where firms offer forward contracts they must be sure that they fall outside of MiFID. PERG
13 gives guidance on the MiFID exclusions with illustrative examples. We expect member firms
to gather and record sufficient information to determine whether a client’s forward falls under
MiFID or not.
b. Payment of interest on deposits / margin or funds held
The payment of interest on emoney is prohibited. If members firms paid and or offered interest
they could be seen as they are undertaking the regulated activity of deposit taking. Accepting
deposits/deposit taking is a regulated activity. When our member firms receive sums in relation
to unregulated forward transactions, it will not be carrying on a regulated activity or providing
a payment service, so these sums are not considered deposits as defined in the RAO. If money
is received by way of deposit is lent to others or any other activity of the person accepting the
deposit is financed wholly or to a material extent out of the capital of/interest on money
received by way of deposit. To summarise a “deposit” is a sum of money (unless subject to an
exclusion) which is paid on terms under which it will be repaid (with or without interest or
premium) subject to certain terms agreed between the parties and which is not referable to
the provision of property (other than currency) or services or the giving of security. (See article
5 of the Regulated Activities Order 2001 (“RAO”) for further detail).
c. Encouraging clients to pay “funds in first”
On some occasions firms have been found to encourage customers to send them funds in order
to be ready to convert and send out immediately that they are able to achieve a desired fx
rate. This ties customers into the service provider and means they may not achieve the best
available rate and therefore is not compliant with TCF requirements or the Principle 6, where
firms must have pay due regard to customers’ interests. Additionally the FCA consider this to
be deposit taking and therefore such activity requires additional regulatory permissions, the act
of taking a deposit is limited to a credit institution the CRR Article 4 1 (1) defines an 'credit
institution' as an undertaking of which is to take deposits or other repayable funds from the
public and to grant credits for its own account.
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8. Terms and Conditions
Treating customers fairly is at the centre of the FCA’s regime. Payment Service Providers (PSPs) and
Electronic Money Institutions (EMIs) are expected to reflect this in their business practices (TCF
Outcome 1). TCF Outcome 3 requires that consumers are provided with clear information and are kept
appropriately informed before, during and after the point of sale.
a. Commencement
Most AFEP members will enter into framework agreements with their customers, which allow each client
to enter into more than one foreign exchange and payment contracts with the AFEP member. It is
important for AFEP members to ensure that its clients:
• are aware of the terms and conditions that will apply to the services that are being provided
by the AFEP member before the service is provided; and
• contractually agree to the framework terms.
If clients do not contractually agree to the terms and conditions before being provided with the AFEP
member's services then the terms and conditions may not be legally binding in which case any
protections the AFEP member has built into the terms and conditions cannot be relied upon. Further,
the AFEP member will most likely have breached provisions of the Payment Services Regulations 2017
which require certain information to be provided to clients (which are usually set out in the terms and
conditions) before entering into payment contracts with them.

1

2

3

Good practice

Poor practice

Good practice includes ensuring that then when clients
sign up to your service online, they have to tick a box
stating that they agree to your terms and conditions. Best
practice would be forcing your customers to have opened
the terms and scrolled to the bottom of the terms before
ticking the box stating that the client agrees to them. You
will have to decide what is best for your firm. Upon
signing up, the client should be emailed a copy of the
terms and conditions or a link to the terms and conditions.

There is no mention of agreeing to terms and
conditions when a client signs up to your service
online.

If signing up a client over the phone, the client should be:
•
sent the written terms (by email) at the beginning
of the conversation if possible or, at the very latest, soon
after the call has ended;
•
clients should be directed to the terms available
on your website and invited to review the terms there
before concluding the contract;
•
particularly important terms should be brought to
the attention of the client during the call.
The client should have easy access to the latest version
of the terms and conditions, either on the AFEP member's
website or private client area of the website.

When signing up via phone, the client is not given
a summary of the terms during the call and is not
sent a copy of the terms at the start of the call or
at the very latest, soon after the call has finished.

There is reference made to the terms and
conditions but the client is not required to tick a
box stating that they agreed to the terms and
conditions when signing up online.
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4

AFEP members should consider including previous
versions of the terms and conditions on the website (or
private client area of the website). This allows the client
to ascertain which terms applied when they entered into
prior foreign exchange / payment contracts. The dates
that the terms applied should be stated.

No provision is made in the contract to amend the
terms unilaterally with 2 months' notice but the
AFEP member seeks to do so anyway.

5

Upon changes being made to the terms and conditions:
•
a "plain English" explanation of the changes that
have been made should be given;
the customers right of termination of the framework
terms should be explained to them as well as information
on what happens to live contracts if the terms are
terminated.

Terms are updated:
•
without informing the clients (in which
case they will not be effective);
•
without providing a "plain English"
explanation for the change;
•
without notifying the client of their right
of termination of the framework agreement.

b. Content
The Payment Services Regulations 2017 require you to include all of the information set out in Schedule
4 in framework contracts. Framework contracts for consumers need to contain the information set out
in Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 (if contracting by telephone) of the Financial Services (Distance
Marketing) Regulations 2004. You should have someone examine your terms to ensure that all of the
required information is in there.
PRIN 2.1.1 Principle 7 states that communications with customers should be clear fair and not
misleading, this also ties in with the FCA’s Principles for Customers TCF outcomes. Firms should ensure
their terms and conditions clear and not unambiguous.
AFEP member firms should consider having one set of terms for consumers and another set of terms
for businesses. It is arguable that having one composite set of terms for both businesses and consumers
might not be complying with TCF outcomes 1 and 3 if consumers have to read terms which do not
apply to them.
The terms themselves should not contain anything which could be deemed to be "unfair". The Payment
Services Regulations are quite prescriptive on what should be included in your terms. However, you
obviously have to ensure that your terms are compliant with the Payment Services Regulations 2017
and, where there is room for manoeuvre, these terms are still fair. For example, for large businesses
(larger than micro-enterprise) one is able, under the Payment Services Regulations 2017, to shorten
the period a client has to contact you about an unauthorised transaction. However, too short a time
period might breach the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977.
AFEP member firms should read through their terms and ensure that it actually reflects their business
model. For example, do the terms accurately reflect which funds are safeguarded for the benefit of the
client? It would be good practice for firms to arrange for one or more persons from outside the industry
to read their terms and let them know if they are easy to read and understand without any jargon–
they should be.
Customers must be notified of key terms that will or may affect them. For instance, at the point of
trade, it is good practice to inform clients about the implications of cancelling or amending currency
www.afep.co.uk
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contracts, for example if a client defaults on a spot contract, and the market moves against them, it is
best practice that firms ensure that clients are made aware that entering into another spot contract
may cost them more money in your terms and conditions and also at the point of sale. Doing this assists
with demonstrating compliance with TCF outcomes 1 & 34 where clients are informed of key terms and
conditions from the outset and during their transaction.
c. Right information being provided at the right time
PSPs and EMIs need to consider whether the information that they are providing to customers is being
provided at the right time. For instance, for firms that conduct online and telephone trades for clients,
it is best practice to confirm all of the information throughout the call and again at the end of the call
before the trade is booked.
Good practice includes confirming what will happen if a client decides to withdraw from a transaction
after it has been agreed and also what happens when the market moves. Obtaining a positive response
from the customer before proceeding with the transaction and clarifying where necessary if the
customer is hesitant or unsure is good practice. This applies to trades that are booked on the telephone
for clients.
Good practice also includes compliance with TCF outcome 6 which is for firms not to include
unreasonable post sale barriers for customers who wish to switch providers, change a product or make
a complaint.
d. Ongoing Notifications
It is important that customers receive on going notifications about their transactions. Firms need to
consider how they are making these notifications, for instance are the notifications automated and
embedded within the firm’s IT/Software, and if so, this should be periodically tested to ensure the
notifications contain the appropriate and correct language, and that the messages ae sent correctly.
Firms must ensure that the client is provided with information that was promised during the trade
correspondence. Best practice notifications include Trade Confirmations, Receipt of funds Confirmation,
Late Payment of funds reminder (including terms surrounding this), and Payment of Funds
Confirmation.
Good Practice would include TCF Outcome 3 outlining that consumers are provided with clear
information and are kept appropriately informed before, during and after the point of sale. Good
practice involves making sure firms hold the correct contact details for the client so that the right
information and notifications can be sent to them after the transaction is complete.
Good practice also involves having effective IT systems and software especially for PSPs and EMIs that
rely solely on electronic methods of conducting business.

4

Outcome 1: Consumers can be confident they are dealing with firms where the fair treatment of
customers is central to the corporate culture. Outcome 3: Consumers are provided with clear
information and are kept appropriately informed before, during and after the point of sale.
www.afep.co.uk
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9. Sales Conversations
a. Real time communications
Sales staff must be adequately trained upon joining a regulated firm. This should cover the importance
of regulation and compliance. Regardless of regulatory application in the payment services and emoney sectors, best practice would be to ensure individual employees are trained on the conduct rules
(COCON) and Principles for Business (PRIN). They should be allowed to speak independently with
clients only once they have demonstrated appropriate knowledge and ability to explain the
characteristics and risks of the product and convey that in a way that is not misleading to customers.
It is only possible to evidence compliance through systems and controls and record keeping, as such
all real time communications must take place on recorded lines that can be monitored. Equally, the
firm is responsible for communications made on the firm’s behalf by introducers and affiliates for which
adequate systems and controls must be in place and to which equivalent training, record keeping and
monitoring requirements apply.
b. Pitches
Firms must ensure that communications for payment services or electronic money promotions with
customers are clear, fair and not misleading. Sales staff need to ensure that sales conversations are
presented in a way that is likely to be understood by the client or potential client, does not overpromise
and is transparent.
Sales staff should always:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

clearly identify themselves, give the name of the API or EMI the sales person is representing,
and provide their contact details
ensure the promotion is clearly identifiable as such
ensure every part of what they say is factually accurate, be able to evidence any claims and be
fair, clear and not misleading in any way, allowing clients / potential clients to make an informed
decision by themselves
when referencing the size of the firm use exact figures from the most recent audited accounts
ensure that information does not emphasise any potential benefits without also giving a fair
prominent indication of any risks
refer to the company’s price that the client will obtain and not to other price references or price
sources that the client is not able to obtain
provide sufficient information for the needs of the recipients and include the necessary
information to ensure it is fair, clear and not misleading where there is a complex charging
structure or multiple elements of remuneration for the product or service
when referencing something that is only available to select clients, make sure that fact is clear.

Staff should never:
• disguise, diminish or obscure important information, statements or warnings
• include opinions, advice or recommendations in the content to influence the client’s trading
decision where the firm does not provide advice
• use as a promotional point anything that is standard and required such as safeguarding of
client funds or FCA regulation, in the main body of a promotion and do not describe the FCA
or use its logo
• cherry pick data or use information that is out of date
• use any information or fact that you cannot provide evidence to support
• use subjective, ambiguous, superlative or misleading terminology such as guarantee, best,
biggest, number 1, trusted, protected, secure (unless in an I.T. context), narrowest, free, no
charge, no cost
www.afep.co.uk
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•
•
•

refer to competitors unless you are relaying facts for which you have supporting evidence
mention other companies or clients without their express permission.
cold call in relation to financial instruments

To evidence systems and controls, firms may wish to consider providing sales staff with a guide that
describes the main characteristics of the product as well as its risks and any limitations. This may be
in the format of a client FAQ, common complaint themes, sufficient detail of target market and negative
target market in order for sales staff to recognise market segments whose objectives, interests and
characteristics are considered likely not to be met i.e. microenterprises or vulnerable customers, and
provide a comprehensive pricing policy with instructions for use, covering all costs to be borne by the
customer, including all related fees, charges, and expenses.

Talking to clients
or
prospective
clients

Pitches

Good practice
Sales person clearly states name of the firm
they are calling from and the reason for the call
when they make contact with a potential client.
They comply without resistance if the individual
does not want to speak to them and if they are
asked not to call back they make an adequate
record of the instruction.

Poor practice
Sales staff obscure the identity of the firm
they are calling from, imply they are calling
from a bank or investment firm, or imply
they are calling from a different entity than
the one they are calling from. Sales staff
obscure that they are making a sales call and
mislead the person who answers the phone
as to the reason for the call.

Firms consider tailoring communications for
customers of different sizes or levels of
sophistication, taking into consideration the
different needs and priorities of the intended
audience.

Blanket communication to all customers
regardless of client characteristics does not
take into account the client’s needs.

Provide realistic accurate information on how
long it would take for the customers’ beneficiary
to receive funds and explain dependence on
banks.

Overpromise on payment times.

Firm has a pricing policy in place and as such,
accurate pricing information taking into account
the overall cost to the customer, may be
conveyed to the client at an early stage, prior to
provision of service or making any transaction.

Firm charges or proposes charges to clients
without guidelines or rationale, influenced
by sophistication of client or their ability to
obtain a better price elsewhere.

Give a client a definitive price they can achieve
with your firm where the firm has controls in
place to monitor what is promised to a client
against prices the client is subsequently
charged on an ongoing basis.
Ensure that any demo account is set up to show
the achievable price to the client in line with the
pricing policy and cost disclosure to the client.

Indicate a price to a client that is not
subsequently adhered to, or only adhered to
for initial trades, is misleading and unfair.

Use of interbank rate or other price on a
demo account that will not be achieved in
practice on an ongoing basis, is misleading
and unfair.
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Pitches
(cont.)

Sales staff provide information on costs and rates
in advance of the transaction. If there is a
discussion in advance of booking, achievable
rates are discussed, including reference to the
firm’s margins.

Sales staff provide exchange rates that are
not likely to be available to customers. The
rate available to customers being changed
and not disclosed until a late stage in the
process (leaving customers with little room
for manoeuvre).
Using phrases such as ‘best’ or ‘most
competitive’
rate,
when
providing
comparisons based on exchange rate or
fees alone and not taking into account the
overall cost to the customer.

Onboarding
requirement and
other disclosures

Make a comparison of your firm’s prices with
other providers where your firm has a pricing
policy in place and can establish and disclose a
fee that will be charged to a client as a margin on
top of the prevailing interbank rate, on an
ongoing basis, to compare with margins the client
has paid elsewhere.
If a communication or a promotion compares the
cost of a currency transfer service with any other
provider, the cost of the service must include:
• charges payable for the currency
conversion
• charges payable for a connected
payment service or e-money issuance
• the exchange rate that is offered
• an independently published interbank
spot (mid) rate[1]

aking any form of price comparison in the
absence of a pricing policy and systems
and controls is unsubstantiated, misleading
and unfair.

All documentation prepared for dissemination to
clients is approved by Legal and Compliance
following a financial promotions approvals
process, systems and controls are in place for
record keeping and version control and firm is
able to confirm which marketing material is in
circulation on demand. Evidence to justify any
claims made in the material is kept in records.

Sales staff create and prepare documents
and amend as they please for
dissemination to clients without checks on
compliance with the Principles and other
communications guidance. It is not
possible to show which clients have been
given which material, facts are not checked
and statements are not substantiated.

Client documentation clearly explains that the
spread charged per trade to a client is the
difference between the interbank rate and the
exchange rate they are charged.

Clarity is not given to the client on how
they are charged for transactions they
make.
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Onboarding
requirement and
other disclosures
(cont.)

Clients are made aware of all components of the
cost, associated costs and factors that may
increase and decrease their costs.

Client is only made aware of costs of part
of the service or some services are
marketed as free (e.g. rolling a contract,
opening an account, having an account
manager, onboarding and compliance)
when the charges are incorporated into the
spread, and is not given clarity on what
would increase or decrease their costs.

Materials provide the appropriate risk warnings
for each payment service or e-money product
(e.g. the cost if the firm books the trade and the
client does not pay or if they settle late).

Terms and conditions and product
limitations or restrictions are obscured or
left out. Clients are unaware that the FSCS
does not apply to payment services firms.

Giving customers accurate information on rate
volatility, and providing clear information to help
them make informed choices

To avoid details it would be reasonable for
a client to be provided, even though they
may not have asked, to make an informed
decision about using the service being
promoted.

Providing realistic accurate information on how
long it would take for the customers beneficiary
to receive funds.
State the full entity name and type, trading
names and authorised firm reference number.
Any reference to FCA regulation should be a
factual statement only.

Clients are not aware of the legal entity
they are contracting with and able to verify
its permissions/licence. Using promotional
language around FCA regulation.

c. Promotions
The FCA expect firms to effectively communicate to customers their promotions, offers and
advertisement and keep treating customers fairly as their top priority.
Good Practice
Good practice

Poor practice

To record conversations on a recorded line to
ensure sales representatives are following
company policies
To explain clearly to the customer what they are
paying for and the T&C they are signing up to

No recording of client conversations, meaning different
sales representatives can give different details

3

Clearly explain any charges involved in the
transaction to the client

Charges not explained when booking trade.

4

Clearly communicate the legal binding contract
they have signed up to and the implications of
failure to proceed after trade is booked

Not providing adequate information and customers
obligation in proceeding with the booked rate

1

2

Not explaining the T&C and what the client is signing up
to
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5

Giving customers accurate information on rate
volatility, and providing clear information to help
them make informed choices
Providing realistic accurate information on how
long it would take for the customers beneficiary
to receive funds
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10. Marketing Materials
A financial promotion is an invitation by any method to engage in activity with a financial services firm.
This includes anything that promotes the brand, products or anything that invites or attempts to
persuade customers to buy the products marketed, including where an introduction is made by an
introducer or affiliate. This means that almost all communications and marketing material issued by a
firm must comply with the FCA’s Principles, BCOBS 2 and the general standards and communications
rules for the payment services and e-money sectors (PS19/3).
Firms should be very aware of the FCA Dear CEO letter issued 9th July 2020 which clearly lays out the
obligations firms are required to follow with respect to Financial Promotions.
This section should be read in conjunction with this section of the FCA Handbook which clearly outlines
the criteria for Financial Promotions, when it applies and the products it relates to.
All non-real time communications should require approval by compliance before use. All information
prepared for dissemination to clients in the following forms, whether intended for an individual client
or for a group audience, must be submitted for compliance approval:
• print, online, tv and radio advertisements
• marketing brochures and literature, sales aids and presentations
• content of personalised or non-personalised email marketing
• web content
• social media content.
Firms need to establish systems and controls for compliance approval of documents and adequate
record keeping so that past marketing materials and those in current circulation may be identified and
produced on demand.
In addition, when drafting or making any non-real time marketing / communications you need to ensure
that:
• you are able to substantiate every claim made – using asterisks and footnotes
• risk warnings are displayed prominently highlighting to the client that products are complex /
capital is at risk as appropriate
• you use company approved templates with appropriate approved disclaimers
• where screen shots/pictures/references from another source are used, obtain approval from
the owner for its use and include a reference to the source
• you identify the full legal name and reference number of the firm either in the body or in the
disclaimer
• you do not make risk warnings smaller or less prominent than the main body of the text
• it is ‘standalone’ compliant.
a. Reference to the FCA
Firms should ensure that their marketing materials contain adequate disclosures and disclaimers.
Materials should include the firm’s companies house number, FCA FRN (Firm Reference Number) and
details of any relevant trading names if the firm uses these.
Where relevant, consider including disclaimers that the brochure or marketing material is for
information or educational purposes only and does not constitute, legal, financial, investment or tax
advice. Firms should make it clear that clients should seek specialist advice for these type of services if
required. This disclaimer is only applicable in instances where the firm is not advising the client.
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Firms should consider having information about their Companies House registration, FCA and any other
regulatory number on their email signatures. A further disclaimer outlining what should be done if a
message is received in error by a recipient should also be considered by firms which will help to
demonstrate compliance with TCF outcome 1.
Firms should be very aware the FCA Dear CEO letter that details expectations on promotions of
regulated and unregulated business.

Good practice
State that the brochure or marketing material is
for information purposes only and does not
constitute, legal, financial, investment or tax
advice, where applicable.

Disclaimers

Firms should make it clear that clients should
seek independent specialist advice where
required.
Sufficient information for customers to make
informed choices should be available on the
website, clearly showing the entity providing a
service. Content compliance approved.
Clearly display rates and any charges/cost
associated with it.

Website

Legal document/regulatory section that is easy to
find on the website without having to navigate
through different pages.
Pdfs of important documents, compliance
contacts and complaints procedure.
Consent and
GDPR

Poor practice

Completely removing information from
website that would affect a customer’s ability
to make an informed choice.
Promoting misleading and unachievable
rates with no clear illustration of the costs
associated with it.
Excessively long or difficult to understand
terms and conditions. Hard for a client to
find the section they are looking for.

Remove a client’s personal data from systems
where requested except if it breaches record
keeping requirements, e.g. where client data
should be kept.
Mark a client record ‘do not call’ where requested.
Name of the client (firm name) and ‘do not call’
marked in systems is not personal data.

b. In the case of ‘hybrid’ business models:
•
•
•
•

clearly distinguish between the services provided by the different entities and ensure the client
knows who provides which services and in which jurisdiction(s) it is licensed or may operate
do not cold call in relation to financial instruments
do not mention products that are solely for professional clients before a client has been
categorised
ensure that sales staff selling and discussing financial instruments have a higher level of
knowledge and expertise (exam requirement)
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11. Websites

Expectations from the FCA:

It expected that currency transfer providers disclose accurate information, ensuring that the information
presented is correct and does not disguise, diminish or obscure important information. Additionally, any
disclosed costs should be easy to understand for customers.
a. Information at sign up / registration
Firms should note that their website and its contents are considered as a promotional tool, and as such
their site and any materials contained on it will need to comply with FCA financial promotions rules and
guidance.
It is thus expected that currency transfer providers disclose accurate information, ensuring that the
information presented is correct and does not disguise, diminish or obscure important information.
Additionally, any disclosed costs should be easy to understand for customers, pertinent information
should be available in a transparent format which can be obtained by the customer prior to signup. As
with all promotional materials, information provided should be clear, fair and not misleading.
It should be sufficient for, and presented in a way that is likely to be understood by, the average
member of the group to whom it is directed, or by whom it is likely to be received, and should not seek
to disguise, diminish or obscure important information, statements or warnings.
Member firms should ensure that materials on their websites, including logos and language, do not
seek to mislead potential clients, or to convey misleading information about the regulatory status of a
firm. Firms should also avoid the use of misleading statements, such as those relating to the size of the
firm or its turnover, in such a way as to attempt to convey trust or safety to prospective clients.
Firms should not describe a feature of a product or service as "guaranteed", "protected" or "secure"
unless they can demonstrate that such phrases are used in a way which can be made clear, fair and
not misleading.
Firms should also ensure that any indicative rates or currency conversion tools are not misleading. A
rate may be misleading if it presents an exchange rate in a way that is likely to give the impression that
the rate is available to a person or a class of persons if that rate is unlikely to be obtained by
that person or class of persons with respect to a typical transaction.
Firms should be able to clearly detail the basis of their indicative pricing. If and when challenged on
how they were derived, they should be able to demonstrate that the pricing on their site was achievable
by a representative sample of their client base at that time.
Good practice

Poor practice

1

Clearly displaying achievable rates and
disclosing any charges/cost associated with
it.

Promoting misleading and unachievable rates with no
clear illustration of the costs associated with it

2

Clear terms and conditions that are easy to
find on the website without having to
navigate through different pages.

Terms and conditions which are hard to find or difficult
to navigate through.
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3

Contains clear information on the firms
regulatory information, including details of
any principle or other regulated bodies
involved in the firms activities

Providing limited or misleading information on the
regulatory status of the firm, or implying regulations
which do not cover the firms activities

4

Correct use of terminology and clear
explanation of terms. Clients should be given
sufficient
information
to
understand
“Margin” (if applicable) and “Spread”.

Use of comparative terminology without any substantive
evidence, eg Cheaper, Faster, Better, Bank beating,

5

The firm clearly displays its entity
information, such as legal status, company
registration number and registered address,

Use of the FCA Logo or branding on the firms site (Use of
the FCA logo is prohibited)

6

Any information needed to assist customers
to make informed choices should be
available on the website prior to signup.

Use of indicative rates or “Market rates” Which imply to
the client a rate which is unachievable or unreflective of
an achievable rate.

7

Firms clearly define and distinguish the
different services which are regulated, and
those which are unregulated

Removing or obscuring information from website that
would affect a customer’s ability to make an informed
choice.

8

When collecting user data, the site should
make the firms privacy policy and pertinent
data protection

Use of Logos and imagery which implies safety, trust or
security, such as Padlocks or Vaults, which may leave
prospective clients to believe that their funds are more
secure than they are.

9

Use of misleading statements, specifically
Commission”, “no charges” and “fee free.”

“No

Repeated “Name dropping” of the firms safeguarding
accounts provider or similar in a way designed to imply or
convey trust.

b. Disclosures / Disclaimers
Firms should ensure that their marketing materials contain adequate disclosures and disclaimers. For
instance, if the firm does not offer advice and is not authorised by the FCA to offer this activity, firms
should make this clear in their marketing materials. Materials should also include the firm’s Companies
House number, FCA FRN (Firm Reference Number) and details of any relevant trading names if the firm
uses these.
Firms should also ensure that the information on their website matches those on official records, for
example the Companies House Registration number should match Companies House and the contacts
details match the FCA Register.
c. Terminology & Comparative advertising terminology (and the need to substantiate)
Good practice
Where relevant, consider including disclaimers that the brochure or marketing material is for
information or educational purposes only and does not constitute, legal, financial, investment or tax
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advice. Firms should make it clear that clients should seek specialist advice for these type of services if
required. This disclaimer is only applicable in instances where the firm is not advising the client.
Firms should consider having information about their Companies House registration, FCA and any other
regulatory number on their email signatures. A further disclaimer outlining what should be done if a
message is received in error by a recipient should also be considered by firms which will help to
demonstrate compliance with TCF outcome 1.
Firms should also be cautions about using comparative terminology and where they do have these
terms there is significant evidence to back the claims up and that evidence is clearly presented along
with the claim. Examples of comparative terminology are: Cheaper, Faster, Better, Bank beating.
Firms are advised to not using misleading terms including; ‘no commission’, ‘no charges’ or ‘fee free’
where these terms cannot be substantiated and/or where fees/chargers are charged somewhere in the
transaction. If firms want to use such terminology phrases like ‘No payment charges’ could be
considered acceptable if it is also made clear that the charge/fee is in the FX transaction.
It is important that firms use full descriptions of terms like “Margin” and “Spread” as clients do not
always know what this means.
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12. Standardised Statements
a. Ombudsman Statement
DISP 1.2 relating to Customer Awareness Rules require firms to publish and provide summary details
and information about the Financial Ombudsman Service. More in depth details should include
appropriate information regarding their internal procedures for reasonable and prompt handling of
complaints and should be contained within the Firm’s Complaints Handling Procedures.
Firms should provide an ‘Ombudsman Statement’ or ‘summary’ details to eligible complainants (as
stipulated under DISP 2.7) in a clear and easily accessible way on both the Firm’s website (where one
exists) and the Firms general terms and conditions, about the Financial Ombudsman Service and should
(as a minimum) always include the Financial Ombudsman Service’s website address to obtain further
information and contact details.
Firms are permitted to display or reproduce the Financial Ombudsman Service logo (under licence) in
marketing literature or correspondence directed at eligible complainants provided it is done in a way
which is not misleading.

1.

2.

3.

Good Practice

Poor Practice

Firms providing information on the Financial
Ombudsman Service on the firms website (if
one exists), their general T&Cs, their
Complaints Handling Procedures and
marketing material.
Firms being clear on the meaning of the term
‘eligible complainant’ as stipulated under
DISP 2.7

Firms only providing information on the
Financial Ombudsman Service on their
Complaints Handling Procedures

Firms providing all contact information for
the Financial Ombudsman: Website/E-mail
address and contact telephone number

Firms merely advising clients that they may
contact the Financial Ombudsman without
supplying any contact details or making it
easily accessible for the client

Firms not being clear on the explanation of
‘eligible complainant’ thus misleading clients
who are not eligible when seeking resolution
or redress.

b. FSCS Statement
PRIN2.1.1 Principle 7 states that communications with customers should be clear, fair and not
misleading. This is also the case with the FCA’s Principles for Customers TCF outcomes where Firms
should ensure their terms and conditions are clear and not unambiguous.
Following FCA/FSCS consumer research, there are a large number of consumers who are not aware of
who is covered/not covered by the FSCS.
Payment Services Directive (PSD) Firms are not covered by the FSCS (Financial Services Compensation
Scheme) where the PSD has segregated consumer funds in a safeguarding account, i.e. those funds
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would be separated from the PSD Firm’s other assets in the event of insolvency and used to repay the
consumer and other clients.
To be clear within the Firms general terms and conditions, Firms should advise consumers and clients
that PSD Firms are NOT covered by the FSCS.
c. Safety of Funds/ Safeguarding and Protection levels
The requirements of the PSRs and EMRs are designed to ensure that PSPs (i.e. authorised payment
and e-money institutions) protect client funds either by creating a segregated asset pool of relevant
funds or obtaining insurance or a comparable guarantee . This is to ensure e-money holders or payment
service users, can return client funds should the firm become insolvent. This is extremely important as
authorised payment institutions and e-money institutions are not covered by the FSCS. There is
therefore high potential for harm to clients if a PSP has not safeguarded funds adequately.
In this regard, firms should be clear and unambiguous on exactly how they treat client funds. All PSPs
are required to ensure the client can access this information easily. As a minimum, it is imperative that
Firms statements in relation to the safeguarding of client funds are easily accessible on both on the
Firms website (if applicable) and in their general terms and conditions.
Details of the statement should include:
• Method of safeguarding (i.e. the segregation method or the insurance/comparable guarantee
method)
• When client funds are safeguarded, ie when they are considered relevant funds
• The accounts where client funds are held whilst in possession of the PSP (e.g. client accounts
held with an authorised Credit Institution)
• How often these reconciled (e.g. intra-day/daily)
• Which client funds are not classified as safeguarded (i.e. deposits for forward contracts or
margin requirements).
• How unallocated funds are treated.
d. Approvals when using other brands
If firms wish to mention brands/Banks when endorsing their products or service, firstly they should
seek approval from that establishment to do so. Whilst payment firms and e-money firms are not bound
by section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2020 (FSMA), they should not use this platform
to advertise products and services on behalf of other brands/Banks and should only state facts in a
clear and not misleading fashion.
In addition, should firms use a financial promotion to engage in investment activity as defined in section
21(8) of FSMA, they would need to refer to PERG 8.3 and 8.4 to understand their obligations
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